Cover Photo: George Pearl Hall at night through a fish eye lens, by Ben Roberts. Pearl Hall, home of the UNM School of Architecture and Planning, is named for the late George C. Pearl, whose generosity and gifts established a major endowment that provides essential funding support to the Historic Preservation and Regionalism Program and also contributed to the construction of the building. The school’s Gateway to Excellence campaign raised more than $2.5 million from friends and alumni.
Dear Friends of UNM,

I am pleased to announce to the University of New Mexico community that the UNM Foundation raised more than $90 million for the University in fiscal year 2008-09. Despite the troubled economy and everyone’s intent to do more with less, this announcement marks another record in a long line of records. This fall the Foundation marks its first full year as an independent non-profit organization. I am again impressed with what it has accomplished in that short time. Special thanks go to the UNMF Board of Trustees, UNMF President John Stropp and the outstanding team of UNMF fund raisers and support staff who keep things moving smoothly day after day.

Without a doubt this concerted effort could not succeed without you, our supporters. Since the University receives only 18.5 percent of its budget from state sources, we depend on the generosity of public-spirited donors to fulfill our challenging mandate in service to the people of New Mexico. It requires a monumental collaborative effort on the part of all members of the UNM community to ensure that the University continues to pioneer new frontiers of educational excellence, opportunity, research and medicine. A very warm thanks goes to our faculty and staff for their amazing accomplishments in all these realms, and I likewise honor the friends and alumni who underwrite these vital initiatives. Together, you support the very heart and soul of UNM – our students.

So let me take this opportunity to say again how much it means to have you with us. UNM is a precious resource for the people of New Mexico. I am keenly aware of the responsibility that comes with leading this institution and have committed myself to making it all it can be for the benefit of those it serves. Your partnership is essential to this purpose. We couldn’t do it without you, and I want you to know how grateful I am for your commitment to our high mission.

With profound appreciation,

David J. Schmidly, President
University of New Mexico
Since 1979 the UNM Foundation has been working to secure the funding needed for the University of New Mexico’s critical mission as the state’s flagship institution of higher education. In marking this 30th anniversary, we have much to celebrate. The most recent—and certainly most unlikely—cause for cheer in this saga of three decades took place this past year. Despite the poor economy, we are happy to report that we more than held our own on the fund-raising front. Thanks to you and other generous partners, in fiscal year 2008-09 the Foundation surpassed all previous records by bringing in $90 million to support a multitude of educational programs, research efforts and health care services at the University.

To that we can add another landmark. As you might imagine, given the economic climate, the value of our endowment declined. Nevertheless, with careful management and policy setting, the Foundation distributed $15.2 million from our Consolidated Investment Fund to meet crucial University funding priorities, a remarkable 7.8 percent increase over the prior year.

Such extraordinary achievements reflect the commitment of extraordinary citizens, and you are one of the nearly 17,000 people who made these feats possible. We gratefully count you among the faithful friends who, during lean financial times, stepped forward to lend a hand to the University that serves them.

We can’t thank you enough for this. We hope you know what a difference your giving makes to the growing number of students UNM educates, the frontline faculty research it sponsors and the ever expanding number of patients it cares for at the Health Sciences Center. We hope you also know that, through helping UNM do these things, you are contributing significantly to the civic health and economic well-being of our beautiful state.

As we move into the Foundation’s 31st year to take on the challenges that lie ahead, we look forward to continuing our partnership with you. Meanwhile, with much appreciation we wish you success in your own endeavors!

John R. Stropp, President
UNM Foundation

Anne Yegge, Chair
UNM Foundation Board of Trustees
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The University of New Mexico Board of Regents has delegated authority to the UNM Foundation Investment Committee to oversee and manage the endowment assets of the University and the Foundation. The pooled assets are combined for investment purposes and operated as a unitized pool known as the Consolidated Investment Fund (CIF).

The CIF is managed in accordance with the CIF Endowment Investment Management Policy, which is approved by both the UNM Foundation Board of Trustees and the UNM Board of Regents.

FY 2008-09 was an extremely difficult year for all investment markets. The CIF finished the year with a market value of approximately $259 million, a decline of 20.5 percent when compared to the previous fiscal year. This return compares favorably with those for the overall market and peer institutions. Investment returns were down in all asset classes of the CIF with the exception of the fixed income portion of the portfolio which returned +3.1 percent. In the CIF portfolio U.S. equities and

During the fiscal year 2008-09, the University of New Mexico established a new record for philanthropic support of the University during times of true economic uncertainty. More than 16,700 donors indicated their loyalty to UNM, continuing to demonstrate the value of philanthropic investment to members of the UNM community. Private support includes all gifts made or pledged to the UNM Foundation for the benefit of UNM and those gifts made directly to the University’s schools, colleges, departments and programs. Your generosity to help build a greater University of New Mexico is truly appreciated and makes a tangible difference in our community’s life each day. We are grateful for your trust, which allows UNM to make lasting connections to the culture, community and aspirations of New Mexico.

### Private Giving FY 2008-09

During the fiscal year 2008-09, the University of New Mexico established a new record for philanthropic support of the University during times of true economic uncertainty. More than 16,700 donors indicated their loyalty to UNM, continuing to demonstrate the value of philanthropic investment to members of the UNM community. Private support includes all gifts made or pledged to the UNM Foundation for the benefit of UNM and those gifts made directly to the University’s schools, colleges, departments and programs. Your generosity to help build a greater University of New Mexico is truly appreciated and makes a tangible difference in our community’s life each day. We are grateful for your trust, which allows UNM to make lasting connections to the culture, community and aspirations of New Mexico.

### Consolidated Investment Fund FY 2008-09

The University Of New Mexico Board of Regents has delegated authority to the UNM Foundation Investment Committee to oversee and manage the endowment assets of the University and the Foundation. The pooled assets are combined for investment purposes and operated as a unitized pool known as the Consolidated Investment Fund (CIF).

The CIF is managed in accordance with the CIF Endowment Investment Management Policy, which is approved by both the UNM Foundation Board of Trustees and the UNM Board of Regents.

FY 2008-09 was an extremely difficult year for all investment markets. The CIF finished the year with a market value of approximately $259 million, a decline of 20.5 percent when compared to the previous fiscal year. This return compares favorably with those for the overall market and peer institutions. Investment returns were down in all asset classes of the CIF with the exception of the fixed income portion of the portfolio which returned +3.1 percent. In the CIF portfolio U.S. equities and

### CIF Asset Allocation

- **U.S. Equity**: 19%
- **International Equity**: 21%
- **Marketable Alternatives**: 22%
- **Real Assets**: 8%
- **Cash**: 5%
- **Fixed Income**: 18%

### CIF Spending Distribution by Donor-Designated Purpose

- **Student Support**: 46%
- **Faculty**: 19%
- **Libraries**: 1%
- **Gift Annuities**: 1%
- **Research**: 9%
- **Programs**: 14%
- **Buildings/Equipment**: 10%

### Private Support Totals FY 2004-09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Millions of Dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$72.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>$85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>$90.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the fiscal year 2008-09, the University of New Mexico established a new record for philanthropic support of the University during times of true economic uncertainty. More than 16,700 donors indicated their loyalty to UNM, continuing to demonstrate the value of philanthropic investment to members of the UNM community. Private support includes all gifts made or pledged to the UNM Foundation for the benefit of UNM and those gifts made directly to the University’s schools, colleges, departments and programs. Your generosity to help build a greater University of New Mexico is truly appreciated and makes a tangible difference in our community’s life each day. We are grateful for your trust, which allows UNM to make lasting connections to the culture, community and aspirations of New Mexico.

### Consolidated Investment Fund FY 2008-09

The University Of New Mexico Board of Regents has delegated authority to the UNM Foundation Investment Committee to oversee and manage the endowment assets of the University and the Foundation. The pooled assets are combined for investment purposes and operated as a unitized pool known as the Consolidated Investment Fund (CIF).

The CIF is managed in accordance with the CIF Endowment Investment Management Policy, which is approved by both the UNM Foundation Board of Trustees and the UNM Board of Regents.

FY 2008-09 was an extremely difficult year for all investment markets. The CIF finished the year with a market value of approximately $259 million, a decline of 20.5 percent when compared to the previous fiscal year. This return compares favorably with those for the overall market and peer institutions. Investment returns were down in all asset classes of the CIF with the exception of the fixed income portion of the portfolio which returned +3.1 percent. In the CIF portfolio U.S. equities and
international equities posted returns of -24.0 percent and -30.0 percent, respectively, for the fiscal year; both these return rates, although disappointing, were superior to their respective overall market returns. The marketable alternatives provided some downside protection, declining in value by only 8.6 percent for the fiscal year. In addition to the customary investment management expenses, a development funding allocation of 1.15 percent of the market value was allocated from each participating fund in the CIF for 2008-09 to meet operational expenses.

The Foundation recognizes the need to provide a steady and reasonably predictable stream of income while protecting the real value of the principal of the endowment and has therefore adopted a spending policy that is based on a 12 quarter moving average and a distribution rate of 4.65 percent for FY 2008-09, which provided approximately $15.2 million in funding for the various schools, colleges and programs that benefit from the endowment program.
SIBLINGS TEAM UP TO SHARE SUCCESS

Albers Partner with College of Nursing to Enhance Midwifery Program

Family ties are strengthened in many ways. Some families withstand great hardship, bringing members closer together. Others are brought closer through shared moments of joy. The Albers family developed closer ties through mutual success, support and philanthropy.

Paul and Leigh Ann Albers have recognized Paul’s sister, Dr. Leah Albers, certified nurse midwife, and the importance of midwifery by establishing the Leah L. Albers Endowed Professorship in Midwifery at UNM’s College of Nursing. Dr. Albers is excited about the presentations the professorship has sponsored already and looks forward to seeing future advancements made possible by the professorship.

In February, two midwifery research professors, Drs. Della Forster and Helen McLachlan from LaTrobe University in Melbourne, Australia, came to the UNM Health Sciences campus in one of the first events sponsored by the professorship. Forster and McLachlan led presentations, teaching/consultation sessions and an all-day continuing education seminar with various UNM faculty and staff groups.

“These activities were sponsored by the professorship in the interest of international research collaborations and research dissemination, and would have not been possible without the professorship,” says Dr. Albers. “These kinds of activities bring fresh ideas to research and practice in maternity care here in New Mexico.”

“The exceptional legacy of an endowed professorship will perpetuate Dr. Albers’ teaching and research,” says College of Nursing Dean Nancy Ridenour. “What an inspirational partnership this is for a place where midwifery traces its roots to the very beginning of this great state. Today we can take pride in a midwifery program that is ranked number three in the nation. Midwives attend about one-third of all births in New Mexico, and the Albers’ generous investment will bring a successful life start for our youngest citizens, our most promising partners for the future.”

Leigh Ann and Paul Albers honor Paul’s sister, Dr. Leah Albers, with an endowed Midwifery Professorship.
Dr. Brian K. Hansen doesn’t know when to stop questioning. During his entire career in theater, he has asked himself and his colleagues, “Why do we get dressed up, smear makeup on our faces, and dance around on a platform generation after generation?”

His search to define the “selective pressures” that keep the arts alive eventually led him to the UNM Anthropology Department, where he became host to “the best kind of parasite”: the theories of evolutionary anthropology. “Evolutionary theory explains so much,” he says, “and it amazes me that areas that are relatively theory-free, like theater, don’t embrace it.”

A former chair of the UNM Department of Theatre and Dance, Dr. Hansen has established a planned estate gift that will benefit both that department and the Department of Anthropology. The Brian Hansen Endowed Scholarship in Theatre will support undergraduate or graduate students in the College of Fine Arts. The Hansen Family Fund will endow a fellowship for graduate students researching the evolution of behavioral ecology in humans or primates.

When Dr. Hansen arrived at UNM in 1979, he met several colleagues who found his questions about the arts and human evolution worthy of deeper study. However, he found those people in anthropology, psychology and biology, not in theater. He began enrolling in anthropology courses and was hooked. “Every culture, past and present, has the arts,” he says. “Why? That question is not asked often enough or rigorously enough in this country.” He hopes an interdisciplinary approach to studying the arts can begin to change that.
COLLABORATING CHANGE FOR CHILDREN

Credit Union Association Raises Funds for Pediatric ER

A child lies weak and ill in her mother’s arms as a nurse rushes a bleeding man through the ER. Sitting nearby is an intoxicated, unconscious woman. Law enforcement escorts an inmate through the area. The mother waits—and worries.

But that was five years ago. Today, the UNM Children’s Hospital Pediatric Emergency Unit (Peds ER) has eliminated this once common scenario for New Mexico families. The Peds ER, which opened in 2007, was funded in part by a $1 million fund-raising effort spearheaded by the Credit Union Association of New Mexico (CUANM).

The CUANM’s five-year commitment, which ends this calendar year, raised money to help transform the Peds ER into a state-of-the-art medical center for children. The Peds ER is now equipped with six IV pumps, two syringe pumps, two breast pumps and 14 centralized wireless monitors. Each of the unit’s 12 treatment rooms is outfitted with suction, compressed air and oxygen. Doctors and staff now have immediate access to pediatric medication, supplies, storage and, of course, toys. Although nobody wants to take their child to the hospital, the Peds ER offers an environment conducive to the welfare and healing of children.

“It is gratifying to see the creative ways our participating credit unions raised money to help their community,” says CUANM Chief Executive Officer Sylvia Lyon. “We are grateful for the opportunity to make a real difference at the hospital and in the lives of New Mexico children.”

Read more at www.unmfund.org/CUANM
CHASING DREAMS, REACHING ACHIEVEMENT
Couple Offers Anderson Students Non-Traditional Support

Dreams pursued with a partner carry great potential for success. Ken and Eileen Fridline were daunted as adults trying to complete college one or two classes at a time. Their journey was long and challenging, but they found comfort and support in one another. Eileen celebrated her graduation from UNM’s Anderson School of Management (ASM) by creating a bequest to endow scholarships for non-traditional students at ASM. She and Ken hope the gift will encourage future generations of business students to pursue their dreams of education.

“An education provides the foundation for a lifetime of opportunities and a greater depth of knowledge to enrich your life,” says Ken, a former U.S. Marine and retired supervisor for the Quality Assurance Directorate of Kirtland Air Force Base. Eileen, a trained secretary and health insurance broker, continues, “We were established in successful careers, but wanted the experience and knowledge provided by a college education. We hope this gift provides incentive for other non-traditional students to pursue their dreams even if it takes a little longer.”

“Eileen and Ken recognized the value of higher education and decided to complete their degrees at a time in their life when most people would turn to easier pursuits,” explains ASM Dean Douglas M. Brown. “That same courage and selflessness has guided the Fridlines to make an unforgettable gift to help other non-traditional learners. Future students will have new scholarship support, and they will have Eileen and Ken’s remarkable story to guide them.”

The UNM Foundation and the Anderson School of Management were saddened to hear of the death of Eileen Fridline on Sept. 30, 2009.

Eileen and Ken Fridline help non-traditional students of business.

Read more at www.unmfund.org/fridline
PARTNERING WITH LOBO FANS

Planned Gift Offers New Opportunities for Academic Success

In the late 1970s, when the UNM men’s basketball team blazed through one victory after another, Jim and Nancy Fisher followed the team with a fervency unmatched by any American Idol fan today. Colorado, Wyoming, Hawaii—no distance was too great to keep the Fishers out of the bleachers, cheering on the Lobos who proved their championship spirit again and again. After the Fishers’ business reached a successful maturity, they purchased their own plane, which enabled, among other things, their addiction to Lobo basketball and football.

The Fishers have made a planned gift to UNM athletics that caps more than a quarter-century of devotion and support. Their charitable remainder trust will fund an endowment to help Lobos achieve greater academic success and complete their degrees. UNM student-athletes can play for four years. If they don’t graduate within that time, their eligibility for scholarship assistance expires. That’s when financial assistance like the Fishers’ kicks in.

“Besides being huge Lobo fans, Jim and Nancy genuinely care about providing opportunities for student-athletes at UNM,” says Larry Ryan, associate director of development for athletics. “There are many ways to give financially to UNM athletics, but an estate gift of this size will have a tremendous impact on our department and on student-athletes for many years to come.”

“It’s not just watching a game,” Jim says. “It’s the whole involvement with the department that we like. We’re very impressed with the athletic programs and the quality of the people.”

Read more at www.unmfund.org/fisher
ANNOUNCEMENT HERALDS PARTNERSHIP
Endowment Supports Guest Lecturers from the Construction Industry

On May 7, after a guest lecture in UNM’s Centennial Engineering Center, attendee **Bryant (Bill) W. Lemon, Jr.**, president of BRYCON Construction, announced the creation of an endowed fund to honor BRYCON’s founder, **Bryant W. Lemon, Sr.**

The endowment, Bill said, will permanently support a lectureship in the Construction Engineering and Management Program within UNM’s Civil Engineering Department, and is a gift from the owners of BRYCON. The audience reacted with approval, delight and surprise. But no one’s reaction topped that of Bryant Sr., who was “astounded” by the news.

A year ago, Bill spoke with his mother, **Peggy Lemon**, about honoring the company via a gift to UNM as a surprise for his father. Bryant was aware that a gift was in the works, but didn’t know the Bryant W. Lemon Sr. Distinguished Lecture in Construction Engineering and Management would bear his name. To the owners, BRYCON and UNM seemed a natural fit—despite the fact that none of the Lemon family are UNM alumni.

“UNM has supported us in a big way,” Peggy says. “We’ve hired several UNM graduates. Construction is an honorable profession, and we wanted to do something that might interest young people in looking into it. Also, we wanted to publicize and support the engineering and construction program.”

Bryant founded BRYCON Construction in 1990. Through his leadership, it grew into a company with approximately 500 employees, offices in New Mexico and Arizona, and contracts nationally and worldwide.

“It is our strong belief at BRYCON that as business leaders we must take an active part in promoting our industry,” Bill says. “I encourage other construction-related companies to seek ways to help build a stronger, better prepared workforce. We cannot sit idly by and assume that industry needs will be taken care of by others. We all should get involved and do something great for our profession.”

Read more at [www.unmfund.org/lemon](http://www.unmfund.org/lemon)
NEW ENDOWMENTS | FY 2008-09

The Academic Assistance Scholarship Fund
Established by an anonymous donor to provide scholarships for students who might not otherwise be able to attend college or graduate school without financial assistance.

Alumni Association Denver Colorado Chapter Endowed Scholarship
Established by Denver-area alumni to provide scholarships for Denver-area or Colorado students attending UNM.

The Anderson School of Management Hall of Fame Endowed Scholarship
Established by former Anderson Hall of Fame honorees to create a legacy with a scholarship that invests in future generations of business leaders in New Mexico.

Irma Norelius Buffett Memorial Endowed Scholarship for Choral Programs
Established by Linda H. Buffett in celebration of the life of Irma Norelius Buffett, to support students in the choral program and the future University Chamber Singers in the Department of Music.

The Fred M. Calkins, Jr. and Rose Ellen Calkins Scholarship for Arts and Sciences
Established by Rose Ellen Calkins to support need-based scholarships for full-time students in the College of Arts and Sciences.

The Fred M. Calkins, Jr. and Rose Ellen Calkins Scholarship for Fine Arts
Established by Rose Ellen Calkins to support need-based scholarships for full-time students in the College of Fine Arts.

Roy D. Caton, Jr. Endowment Fund
Established by Roy D. Caton Jr. to fund awards for graduate and undergraduate chemistry students.

Carolyn L. Dodson Endowment for Zimmerman Library
Established anonymously in honor of longtime UNM librarian and author Carolyn L. Dodson, for the acquisition, preservation and/or processing of science-related collections in any format, including those not yet developed.

Joanne D. Dowler Scholarship for Excellence in Intercultural Communication
Established by Lt. Col. Thomas Dowler, Ret., and Joanne Dowler, who holds two degrees from UNM, to honor Mrs. Dowler’s lifelong commitment to intercultural communication.

Veola Ellingboe Choral Endowed Scholarship
Established by Bradley and Karen Ellingboe to honor Bradley’s mother, Veola Ellingboe, keeping alive her belief in higher education and the arts, particularly music. She ensured her children had every opportunity to pursue their educational goals, including advanced degrees.

Helene Fuld Health Trust Scholarship Fund for Baccalaureate Nursing Students
Established by the Helene Fuld Health Trust, HSBC Bank USA, N.A. Trustee, to provide financial aid to students enrolled in baccalaureate degree nursing programs.

Ann Gateley, MD Internal Medicine Residents’ Fund
Established by Ann Gateley, MD, to provide resources for enhanced educational and professional development of UNM internal medicine residents, and to enhance UNM’s ability to recruit high-caliber internal medicine residents.

Dorothy Landgraf Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Established by Gerald Landgraf for nursing scholarships in memory of his mother, Dorothy, a dedicated nurse and devoted mother of nine children, and her commitment to family, excellent nursing education and quality health care.

Giddens Neighborhood Endowment
Established by Professor of Nursing Jean Giddens and her husband, Jay Corazza, to enhance the educational experience of nursing students via support of the scholarship of teaching and learning—specifically innovative teaching practices, educational research, education-related projects, or ideas within the College of Nursing, by rewarding teaching practice, a teaching project, educational research, or an idea that exemplifies educational innovation.

Barbara Guth Worlds of Wonder Science Series for Young Readers
Established anonymously to provide the UNM Press with programmatic support for publishing two to four new titles each year in the Barbara Guth Worlds of Wonder Science Series for Young Readers. The series is named in honor of Managing Editor and Acquisitions Editor Barbara Guth (now-retired), who proposed the series of science books for young readers.

Mollie E. Hayes Biology Endowment in Honor of Dr. Edward Castetter
Established by Mollie E. Hayes to support the teaching and research of faculty and students of the Biology Department, as well as enhance its educational mission and physical environment.

Hillerman-McGarrity Endowed Scholarship in Creative Writing
Established by Michael McGarrity, Anne Hillerman, Charmay Allred and others to support students enrolled in the Creative Writing Program who have demonstrated an obvious passion and talent for fiction, screenwriting, playwriting or creative non-fiction.

Joe S. and Claudia T. Keith Choral Endowed Scholarship
Established by Joe S. and Claudia T. Keith to support students singing in the UNM Choral Ensemble.

Giddens Neighborhood Endowment
Established by Professor of Nursing Jean Giddens and her husband, Jay Corazza, to enhance the educational experience of nursing students via support of the scholarship of teaching and learning—specifically innovative teaching practices, educational research, education-related projects, or ideas within the College of Nursing, by rewarding teaching practice, a teaching project, educational research, or an idea that exemplifies educational innovation.

Sally Lennington Kunstatter Health Equality Fund
Established by Dr. Peter Kunstatter in memory of his wife, to support programmatic expansion to address health disparities in underserved and minority populations and communities through outreach programs at the School of Medicine Office of Diversity.
Mafalda “Muffie” Larrichio Scholarship Endowment
Established by Larry Larrichio and Alida Davila-Larrichio in honor of Mafalda “Muffie” Larrichio, who instilled the value and importance of education in her children, always encouraging them in their educational pursuits. This scholarship supports graduate students seeking a degree in Latin American Studies.

Phillip B. Gonzales Latino Research Fund
Established by Phillip B. Gonzales to support sociology faculty and/or student research in the area of Latino studies for work in public policy, culture, identity and economic well-being.

Bryant W. Lemon Sr. Distinguished Lecture in Construction Engineering and Management
Established by the Lemon family in honor of Bryant W. Lemon, Sr., founder of BRYCON Corporation, to support programs, initiatives and activities of the Department of Civil Engineering.

Don and Carol Mulryan Endowed Presidential Scholarship
Established by the Mulryan children in honor of their parents and their dedication to academic excellence.

Para Los Niños Endowment
Established by an anonymous donor to provide programmatic support for UNM Children’s Hospital.

Ole and Sheila Peloso Neurosurgery Enrichment Fund
Established by Dr. and Mrs. Ole Peloso with most grateful and heartfelt appreciation, to acknowledge the superb care given to Mrs. Peloso by Howard Yonas, MD, chair of neurosurgery, and his staff.

Tally Richards Fund
Bequest from the estate of Tally Richards to support the development and installation of exhibitions at the Harwood Museum of Art.

Rosenblum-Weiss Endowment for Women’s and Children’s Health
Established by friends and colleagues to honor College of Nursing Emeriti Faculty Estelle Rosenblum and Joanne Weiss, to support educational opportunities for students, visiting scholars and post-doctoral fellows.

The Jackie Schlegel Memorial Honors Endowment
Established by Professor Don P. Schlegel in memory of his wife, Jackie, a longtime employee of the UNM Honors Program who was deeply committed to the program’s students.

SMPC Architects Endowment for Sustainable Design
Established by SMPC Architects to enhance and strengthen courses that emphasize sustainability and sustainable design principles and to explore their integration into site and building design through guest lectures, faculty-directed student travel, acquisition of appropriately related equipment, and applied research.

STC.UNM Endowment Program (STEP)
Established by the UNM Board of Regents to assist STC.UNM, which protects faculty inventions and transfers them to the commercial marketplace.

Don Stevens Endowed Scholarship
Established by Michael and Mary Dickson to honor legendary New Mexico architect Don Stevens, a senior principal of Stevens Mallory Pearl & Campbell Architects (SMPC Architects).

The Surface Family Endowed Research Faculty Support Fund
Established by the Trustees of the Surface Family Trust to establish a series of endowed chairs and non-endowed professorships focused on conducting state-of-the-art cancer research at the UNM Cancer Center and School of Medicine.

UNM Los Alamos HED Endowment
Established to support UNM-Los Alamos faculty development and student financial aid.

HOW TO ESTABLISH AN ENDOWED FUND
An endowed fund is a gift that lasts in perpetuity. It continues to provide support to the University in the areas of the donor’s interest. Endowed funds may support student scholarships, faculty, the general needs of the University or any school, college or program within the University.

Donors may fully fund an endowment with a one-time lump-sum gift; fund it over a three-year pledge period or through a bequest or other deferred gift. Endowment minimums vary by purpose, so please contact us for more specific information.

In addition to cash, donors may establish endowed funds through any gift vehicle recognized by the UNM Foundation, including gifts of securities or real property, planned gifts, by pooled gifts from a group of friends, with memorial contributions or through continuing gifts to endowment accounts. Donors may help develop guidelines for how their endowments are to be governed and used.

For information on establishing an endowed fund, contact any college or school development officer (see page 28) or the UNM Foundation office at www.unmfund.org or (505) 277-4503.
{ Endowed Funds & Scholarships }

UNM Press
Native American Series
Established to offset UNM Press’ production and special marketing costs for at least two titles per year in the series, which promotes the histories, cultures and languages of the native peoples of the Americas.

UNM Sevilleta Field Station Endowment
Established by Helen Dvorachek, in memory of her son, Dr. William Dvorachek, Jr., to further the mission of the Sevilleta Field Station by fostering an understanding and preservation of the natural environment through research, education and outreach.

UNM Taos Faculty Endowment
Established by friends of the UNM Taos Branch to support faculty professional development activities.

UNM Valencia Higher Ed Endowment
Made possible by a gift from New Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union and New Mexico Higher Education Department matching funds for the welfare of students at the UNM Valencia campus.

UNM Valencia STEM Endowments
Established with gifts from area businesses, UNM Valencia faculty and staff, UNM Valencia Development Board fund-raising efforts and a grant from the U.S. Department of Education Title V, College Cost Reduction and Access Act, Hispanic Serving Institutions Program to provide scholarships to Valencia campus students.

VAUGHAN COMPANY REALTORS JEANNE FAIRCHILD ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FOR VOLLEYBALL
Established by The Vaughan Company Realtors in support of the UNM Lobo Volleyball Program to honor the athletic, academic and personal accomplishments of Jeanne Fairchild, former UNM student-athlete and American Volleyball Coaches Association Division I Third-Team All American.

Randy E. and Victoria L. Velarde Scholarship Endowment
Established by Randy E. and Victoria L. Velarde to provide academic scholarship support for students majoring in chemical and nuclear engineering.

James Quinn Memorial Scholarship Endowed Fund
Established with gifts from first-year students in the School of Law in memory of their classmate, James Quinn, to fund a scholarship in environmental law.

Water Resources Program Endowment
Established to support activities in the Water Resources Program, including student research and travel, and a Water Resources Program Seminar series.

Glenn Alan and Ruth Elaine Whan Founder Fund
Established by friends and colleagues in memory of Dr. Glenn A. Whan, former dean of engineering, to support and enhance educational activities in the Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering for recruiting and retaining a diverse population of talented undergraduate students in nuclear engineering.

Dr. Cortez Williams Scholarship in Africana Studies
Established by friends and colleagues in memory of Dr. Williams, assistant professor of Africana studies 1974-2001, to promote academic excellence through scholarship support for students enrolled in Africana studies who display a passion for learning and strong academic achievement. Williams was a gifted teacher, masterful storyteller and tireless advocate for literacy.

The Allene H. and Walter P. Kleweno Lecture Series
Established by Allene H. and Walter P. Kleweno to support the University Art Museum’s education lecture series.

THE POPEJOY SOCIETY

Established by the University of New Mexico Foundation, the Tom L. Popejoy Society recognizes the extraordinary support and commitment of a singular group of donors who want the University to realize its full potential for greatness.

Tom L. Popejoy never did anything halfway, from his game-winning field goal against arch-rival Arizona in 1924 through 40 years in UNM administration. His 20 years as president, a time fondly known as the Popejoy Era, capped a career that made him a UNM legend.

The first Tom Popejoy Society dinner was May 26, 1982. Now, 27 years later, this prestigious society has grown to more than 480 members who represent all aspects of the University of New Mexico, its programs, and most importantly, its students.

The Popejoy Society honors individual donors based on cumulative giving to the University of New Mexico through the UNM Foundation Inc. The current threshold for membership is $50,000.

For more information concerning the Popejoy Society, please contact Rich Grainger at rgrainger@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9077.
The Popejoy Society

Lakin Jones
Ted and Margaret Jorgensen
Victor Jury, Jr.
Ellen Kaiper
Nick and Chris Kapnison
Patricia John Keytchley
Michael and Peggy Keleher
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Keleher
Floy Anderson Kilian

The Hon. and Mrs. Bruce King
Jim and Ellen King
David P. and Linda Hudson Kirby
Mrs. Peggy Kirkland and Dr. Douglas Kirkland
Dr. Diane J. Klepper
Prof. and Mrs. John Kneen
Dr. and Mrs. Richard L. and Jeanne J. Knight
Regent and Mrs. James Koch
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Kopp
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Kosanovich
Dr. Peter Kunstadter
Mr. and Mrs. James LaBorde
Dr. Louise Lamphere
Barbara and Gerald Landgraf
Bob Langell
Alice and Donald Lappé
Paul W. Lasbroke
Iona Lee and Family
Dr. and Mrs.* William Lehmman
Anne S. Leonhardt
Barbara and Louis Leurig
Mr. Richard Levy and Mrs. Dana Asbury
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lewis
Prof. Lester Libo
Roy Lindersmith
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Little
Ruth Lockner
Julia Logan
Dr. Robert L.* and Ann E. Long
Rebecca and James Long
Gloria Longley
Ann and Hunt Look
Eppie Lopez
Prof. Catherine Loughlin
Dr. and Mrs. Chalmers Loughridge
Mahlon and Beverly Love
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lujan

Drs. Mary Lipscomb and Rick Lyons
William B. Macey
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Maestas
Ed and Jolene Mahr
Isabel Malloy and Thomas Malloy, Jr.
Colleen Maloof
Enrico Martignoni
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Martin
Mike Minoru Masakawa
Betty Sabo and Fred Matteucci
Drs. Noemi and Daniel Mattis
Judith Hochberg and Michael Mattis
C. Herman Mauney
Dr. Gerald and Mrs. Mary Joyce May
Jim McClintic
Priscilla and Sanford McDonnell
Mr. and Mrs. Tim McElvain
Dr. Michael and Jeanelle McGuire
Mr. and Mrs. B.B. McInteer
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Mc Kinney
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Ian McKinnon
Dr. Dale Melada and Prof. Ivan Melada
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Meitser
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Meng
JoAnn S. Mercer
Mr. Jean Robert Milant
Erma Miller
Kathleen Jackson and Dr. William Miller
Thomas E. and Carolyn J. Minton
Richard Minzner
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Mitchell
Judy and J. Howard Mock
Claudia and Robert Moraga
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Morris
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Morrison
Mr. Stanley Mount and Ms. Roxanna Meyers
Marion and Karl Mueller
Matt Mullican
Bob and Betsy Murphy
Helen Sturges Nadler
Dr. Leonard Napolitano
Carolyn A. and Donald A. Neeper
Marron Lee Nelson and Michael Nelson
Rolf Nelson
Mrs. Thomas J. Nesbitt
Vernon Nikkel
Alexander Novak
Joe Novak
B.C. Nowlin and Carol Estes-Nowlin
Dr. Diana Obrinsky
Pamela Olliges
Annie and David Olson
Dr. and Mrs.
George E. Omer, Jr.
Mr.* and Mrs. J. Michael O’Shaunessy
Mr. and Mrs.
William Overstreet
Evangeline M. Pacheco
Allison Parks and Dr. Robert Parks
Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Payne
Richard Perl
Mr. and Mrs.
John Perner
Mr. and Mrs.
John Perovich
Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Peters
Silas Peterson, Jr.
William Peterson
Dean Peyton D.O. and Jane Peyton
Dr. Patricia Armell and Mr. James Phillips
Pamela and Eric Pillmore
Mr. and Mrs.
Maúel A. Pino
Tony and Julie Pisto
Mr. and Mrs.
Kurt Plouff
Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Pompe
Mary D. Poole
Suzanne Popejoy and Thomas Popejoy, Jr.
Constance Defong and Antoine Predock
Dorothy and Larry Rainosek
Roberta Cooper Ramo and Dr. Barry Ramo
Mrs. Lyle Ramsey
Mr. Stuart Rappaport and Mrs. Connie
Lovelady-Rappaport
Charles and Charlotte Rayburn
Penny Taylor Rembe and Dr. Armin Rembe
Suzanne Reynolds
Ann and Russell Rhoades
Mary Rich
Nancy Anderson Roberts
Jerrald Roehl
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Rogers
Maryann Evans and Edwin Roos
Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Rosenbaum
Michael Rosenbaum
Mr. Kurt L. Roth
Drs. Danuta and Ludwik Rozycki
Lissa Russell and Charles Russell, Jr.
Gordon Russell
Donna and Jack Rust
Ruth (Betty) Rutledge
The Hon. Murray Ryan
Mr. and Mrs.
E. Larry Saiers
Mr. Leonard R. Sanchez
Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Sanchez
Bartolome Gil Santacruz
Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Sarkissian
Prof. and Mrs.
Edl Schamiloglu
Prof. Linda Schappert and G. T. Schappert
Teresa Fitzgibbon and the Hon.
Harrison Schmitt
Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Schoeman
Romona Scholder
Ms. Ann Schroeder-Aryeh
Dr. and Mrs.
Sidney Schultz
Mrs. Rudolph (Betty) Schware
Eleanor Scoopmire
Sam Scott
Mr. and Mrs.
Sherman Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Self
Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Seligman
Dr. Randolph Seligman
Jean Seth
Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Sheehan
Dr. and Mrs.
Russell Shelden
Mr. and Mrs.
William Shepard
Scott Sherman
Prof. Virginia Shipman
Elizabeth Silver
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Silver
Ralph P. Simpson
Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Sivage
Paul Skinner
Sam L. Slick
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Smith
Dr. Stephanie Bennett-Smith and Orin Smith
Georgia Snead and James Snead, III
Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Snead
Anne M. Snider
Lucy Dolkin* and Elmer Sproul
Wade Stackhouse
Dr. Jim Stagnone
Robert Stamm
Mr. and Mrs.
Chester French Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Stout
Robert C. Straight
Gerda Strauss
Carolyn R. Surface
Mr. and Mrs. Duff Swan
Barbara Sweet
Dr. and Mrs.
Masami Takayama
Ingeburg Taylor and H. Tom Taylor, Jr.
John G. Taylor
Tish Taylor
Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Tempel, Jr.
Ray Thompson
Dr. George Thomsen
Ms. Ignacio Tinoco, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs.
David Tippecannick
La Rue Toney
Mr. Bob L. Turner
Tobe Turpen, Jr.
Dr. Eberhard Uhlenhuth
The Ungerleider Family
Lisa Unser and Bobby Unser, Jr.
Brian Urlacher
Alberta Urrea and Francisco Urrea, Jr.
Teresa Urrea
Trey Urrea
Mr. and Mrs.
Jeff Van Dyke
Douglas Fye Vaughan
Mr. and Mrs.
George Vedeler
Roger Vergara
Janet Lashbrooke and Yvon Villeneuve
Jeffrey and Karen Vinyard
Dr. Howard Wadstrom
Linda Tyler
Dr. Peter Walsh
Mrs. Agnes M. Walker

The Popejoy Society
Dr. Byron Wall and Ms. Cindy Hernandez-Wall
Geraldine M. Wanek
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ward
Jim and Joan Warne
Profs. William P. and Heather W. Weber
William Weihofen
Ronald Weiner
Chuck and JD Wellborn
Mr. and Mrs. James Wemple
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wertheim
Liz and Bob Wertheim
Jeanne Wertheimer
Prof. Geoffrey West
Florence White
Dr. and Mrs. James Wiggins
Geraldine M. Wanek
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ward
Jim and Joan Warne
Profs. William P. and Heather W. Weber
William Weihofen
Ronald Weiner
Chuck and JD Wellborn
Mr. and Mrs. James Wemple
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wertheim
Liz and Bob Wertheim
Jeanne Wertheimer
Prof. Geoffrey West
Florence White
Dr. and Mrs. James Wiggins

JOIN THE NEW HORIZONS SOCIETY

The University of New Mexico Foundation would like to recognize all donors who have included the University in their estate plans or who have made other types of planned gifts. Members receive an invitation to an annual luncheon event.

A planned gift may take the form of a bequest intention in a will or living will, an IRA or retirement account beneficiary designation, a life insurance or other beneficiary designation, a gift annuity, a charitable remainder trust or other arrangements.

New members of Lobo Legacy, a planned giving program for UNM Athletics, are indicated by a * in the following listing.

For more information about making a planned gift or joining the New Horizons Society, please contact Bart Evans, director of planned giving, at bevans@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9604.

NEW HORIZONS SOCIETY
New Members, fy2008-09

Fay P. Abrams
Paul and Susan Bombardt
Debra and Clint Dodge
Yolanda R. Dominguez
Jim and Nancy Fisher *
Dr. Ann Gateley
Dr. Brian Hansen and Linda Williams
James and Eleonore Hessler

Doctor Bill Kelley
Jennifer Pedneau
Mari Penshurst
Larry S. Nichols and Polly C. Primm, MD
Dr. Dan K. Salter *
Sandra Sanchez
Dr. David Stuart and Dr. Cynthia Stuart

For a complete list of New Horizons Society members please visit: www.unmfund.org
UNM’S ANNUAL FUND

Most alumni and friends give to the UNM Foundation through the outreach efforts of the Annual Giving Office. The Annual Fund is an integral part of the University’s overall fund-raising efforts.

The Annual Fund has a goal of encouraging friends and alumni to participate and raise monies to support the University’s highest priorities. These annual gifts allow the flexibility to respond to the educational environment we so cherish. The impact of your generosity is very much real for deserving students, faculty and programs.

More than just a collection of gifts, the Annual Fund is a catalyst for turning individual generosity into a collective energy. It represents the dynamic interaction of people partnering together to achieve great things at UNM.

With your continued support, the UNM Annual Fund remains a steadfast resource of tremendous financial value for many years to come. Thank you!

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

The Presidential Scholarship Program’s (PSP) goal is to attract and keep the state’s best students at the University of New Mexico for their college education. Presidential Scholarships are awarded to New Mexico high school seniors based on a minimum 3.5 grade point average, class rank, college board scores, personal essays, leadership and community involvement. Scholars come from a wide range of economic and social backgrounds and represent every ethnic group in New Mexico. Each year nearly 125 incoming UNM freshmen receive Presidential Scholarships. The scholarships are renewable for eight consecutive semesters as long as the recipient maintains program standards of a 3.0 GPA and completes 15 credit hours per semester. More than 485 UNM students benefit from the PSP at any given time.

Currently, sponsoring one student requires a $2,000 annual gift, which UNM matches and increases up to a $6,600 award per student per year. Endowing a scholarship requires a $30,000 one-time gift. Donors may also participate in the PSP through the “share-a-scholar” program by making a gift of any size to the PSP. Full sponsors of the program are invited to the PSP Annual Celebration Dinner each spring to meet the student recipients of their generosity.

During the 2008-09 fiscal year, donors contributed approximately $650,000 to the program. This year more than 160 individuals and organizations made full sponsorship gifts to the PSP, and almost 20 percent of those donors are former Presidential Scholars or their parents.

For FY 2008-09, Mark Hartman served as the volunteer chair of the Friends of the Presidential Scholarship Program. For FY 2009-10, he will continue to serve as chair. A PSP designation in this report identifies full sponsors during FY 2008-09.

CHERRY & SILVER SOCIETY

Established in July 2004, the Cherry & Silver Society represents a group of the University’s most loyal supporters—alumni who give to UNM a minimum of once each calendar year following graduation. The decision to financially support the University is the most important factor for Cherry & Silver Society membership.

New graduates have 24 months from their graduation date to make their first gift to the school, college, program or scholarship of their choice. Alumni support makes a significant difference in the quality of students, faculty and programs at UNM.

Amir Wodajo, Class of 2004, serves as the volunteer chair of the Cherry & Silver Society. Members of the society in this report are designated with a 🌞 symbol. More information is available on the “Giving” tab at www.unmfund.org.
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THE PRESIDENT’S CLUB

UNM President David Schmidly states, “The University of New Mexico’s motto, ‘Light is the life of man’ bids us to enlighten all who are part of the UNM family—students, faculty, staff and the community at large. The President’s Club is a means to move our motto into action.”

President’s Club donations invigorate new and unique undergraduate student success programs at UNM with initial funding. It is our hope that these programs will follow in the steps of the Freshman Learning Communities and the Fred Harris Washington D.C. Congressional Internship program by becoming self-sufficient.

Members of the President’s Club currently contribute a minimum annual gift of $5,000 to UNM with at least $2,500 of the gift allocated to the President’s Fund for Undergraduate Student Success. Donors may designate the remainder to any University program, college or school, student scholarships or other activities.

This year, two initiatives are being supported through the President’s Club. The Talk Radio News internship gives students an opportunity to learn alongside broadcast and news media journalists covering Congress, the White House and executive agencies in Washington D.C. The second, Conexiones Veracruz, is an intense cultural study-abroad program that offers students unique field experience in Mexico, investigating how Africans, Spaniards, and Indigenous People came together to create one of the most fascinating cultural mixes in our hemisphere.

President’s Club members receive quarterly reports and special event invitations from the President’s Office to keep them informed of what is occurring at UNM and how their donation is making a difference for students involved with these programs.

For more information regarding the President’s Club and current initiatives, please contact Rich Grainger at rgrainer@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9077.

2008 - 09 Membership

Anonymous (1)                Mary D. Poole ★
Kim and John Ackerman ★        Dorothy and
Karen and Chris Bard          Larry Rainosek ★
Nancy and Cliff               Dr. Mark Rainosek
Blaugrund                     Ann and
Yvonne and                    Russell Rhoades ★
Robert Bovinette              Dr. Jacki Pieracci Riggs
Monica and                    and Joseph N. Riggs
Michael Bowlin ★              Donna and Jack Rust ★
Anne J. Brown                 Pres. and Mrs.
Sarah and                     David J. Schmidly
Douglas Brown ★                Dr. Stephanie Bennett-
Anne Butterfield and          Smith-And Dr. Orin Smith
Bernie Butterfield, Jr.       Mr. and Mrs.
Mollie and Robert Custer      William E. Snead
Vicki and Sam Dazzo, Jr.      Trent Stafford
Drs. Annette Sobel and        Robert Stamm
Robert Duncan                 Jenean and George
Mel and Mary Ann Eaves        Stanfield
Sharon and Jerry Geist        Janet and Jeffry Sterba ★
Dr. Monika Ghattas and        Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ghattas ★              Duffy Swan ★
Dr. Cheryl Foster Graham      Zane and Bob Taichert ★
Arlene and                    Kyla and
Charles High, Jr. ★           Roger Thompson ★
Lynn Villella Holaday and      Sonya Thompson and
Bart Holaday                   Dr. William
C. Ruth Horn                   Thompson, Jr.
Glenda and Jerry Jackson      Louise Campbell-Tolber
Debbie and Rick Johnson ★     and Dr. Steven Tolber
Mr. Peter Johnstone           John W. Welty
Jim and Ellen King ★          Liz and Bob Wertheim ★
Regent and                    Elizabeth and
Mrs. James Koch               James Wiggins
Pat Larrabee ★                Jill and Gregory
Phyllis Luthy and             Winegardner
C. Fred Luthy, Jr. ★          Vince and Anne Yegge ★
C. Herman Mauney ★            Catherine and Ray Ziler ★
Mr. and Mrs.                  Dr. Cheryl Willman and
Daniel Ian McKinnon           Dr. Ross Zumwalt
Judy and J. Howard            ★ President’s Club
Bob and Betsy Murphy          charter member
Dr. Leonard Napolitano ★

President’s Club charter member

{ UNM Foundation Giving Societies }

Credit: Erik Sosteneken
COLLEGES AND PROGRAMS

DEAN’S CIRCLES

Dean’s circles receive gifts in support of specific programs or initiatives within schools and colleges. Membership and gift threshold vary by school, college and program. Members of these groups who gave $5,000 or more in fiscal year 2008-09 are included in the donor listings in this report. Members of these groups who gave $1,000 or more in fiscal year 2008-09 are included in the donor listings online, which can be found at www.unmfund.org.

Anderson School of Management

The Anderson School gives special recognition, through publications and annual events, to Anderson Circle members. The Anderson Circle includes all individuals and companies that donate $1,000 or more annually to advance Anderson goals. In addition, the Anderson School’s Foundation Board serves as a fund-raising arm for Anderson and as a bridge between the business community and the Anderson School’s future business leaders. The Dean’s Inner Circle is an elite group of donors who commit to a minimum of $5,000 per year for three years in order to advance special initiatives in business education and leadership. For information, please contact Ernest Rodriguez-Naaz, constituent development officer, at enaaz@unmfund.org or (505) 277-7114.

School of Architecture and Planning

The Council for Design and Planning Excellence is a member-driven organization dedicated to promoting and supporting the school’s mission. Individual and corporate council members contribute knowledge and expertise to advance the goals of the school, the larger community and the state. Council members reflect the diversity of interest in both the process of design and planning and the importance of design quality. Annual Council memberships—Benefactor, $2,500; Corporate, $1,000 and Individual, $500—provide funds that enhance the educational experience of our students and support emerging needs such as faculty-directed student travel. For information, please contact Jan Bandrofchak, constituent development officer, at jbandrofchak@unmfund.org or (505) 277-6442.

College of Arts and Sciences

The Dean’s Circle recognizes the extraordinary individuals, foundations and corporations who make an annual contribution of $1,000 or more to support the College of Arts and Sciences. These members strengthen the college and its service to students, faculty, staff and the community by funding cutting-edge research, innovative programs and lectures, student financial aid and faculty development. For information, please contact Bill Uher, constituent development officer, at buher@unmfund.org or (505) 277-3841.

Athletics

The Lobo Club is “The Team Behind the Teams,” the branch of the UNM Athletics Department responsible for raising funds for athletic scholarships. Lobo Club members, through their support, are investing in the futures of our student-athletes and the future of your New Mexico communities. Lobo Club members have helped to create a tradition of success at UNM. Their contributions supply our student-athletes with the resources necessary for success in both the classroom and competition. Individuals and businesses who support more than 400 Lobo student-athletes competing in 21 sports at UNM are identified in this report with a symbol. For information, please contact David Sabolcik, assistant athletics director, development/Lobo Club executive director, at sabolcik@unmfund.org or (505) 925-5900.

College of Fine Arts

The Dean’s Circle welcomes donors who support the college through an annual contribution of $1,000 or more. Gifts to the Dean’s Circle support the strategic direction, both academic and artistic that Dean James Linnell has set for the college. Supporting this vision impacts the faculty, staff and students of our college. For information, please contact Sandra Koson, development coordinator, at skoson@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9377.

KNME-TV

KNME’s Leadership Circle donors provide unrestricted support for New Mexico’s flagship public television station. Gifts support local and national programming as well as educational services in the community. Those who give $1,000 or more annually are recognized at the Associate Level. This giving category corresponds to Dean’s Councils at the University’s schools.
School of Law

This Dean’s Circle provides special recognition, greater access and involvement for donors who consistently give $1,000 or more each year. Our goal is to let our generous and committed donors know that their gifts fundamentally enhance our ability to provide excellent and dynamic legal education in the state of New Mexico. For information, please contact Hannah Farrington, director of development, at hfarrington@unmfund.org or (505) 277-1038.

Health Sciences Center

UNM Cancer Center

El Oso de Salud, The Healing Bear, is a Native American symbol of responsibility, leadership, teaching and healing. The University of New Mexico Cancer Center has chosen El Oso de Salud as our symbol because we are committed to serving with strength, courage, grace and great ability those affected by cancer. El Oso de Salud Society recognizes individuals, corporations and foundations that make outright and planned philanthropic contributions of $1,000 or more annually. For information, please contact Patt Cain, constituent development officer, at pcain@unmfund.org or (505) 272-1048.

UNM Children’s Hospital

The Circle of Friends includes donors who are dedicated to building and supporting the only children’s specialty hospital in New Mexico. Private support is essential to provide the best medical care for New Mexico’s children, build leadership in research, and educate tomorrow’s health care providers. Private, foundation or corporate gifts at annual giving levels of $1,000 to $10,000+ qualify to participate in the Circle of Friends program. Gifting at any level allows gifts to be unrestricted, designated to a specific unit, project or program. For information, please contact Joanne Branyon-Ward, associate director of development, at jbranyon-ward@unmfund.org or (505) 277-8413.

College of Medicine

La Tierra Sagrada Society is a philanthropic society of the UNM School of Medicine (SOM) whose mission is to promote the excellence of the SOM and to provide financial assistance, fellowship and volunteerism through membership. The society is dedicated to providing scholarships for selected medical students and funding for deserving community partnership grants that involve UNM faculty, staff and medical students. Some of these exceptional programs and cutting-edge research projects have the potential to impact health and health care across the campus, the local community, the nation and the world. The number of grants and scholarships selected depends on the total gifts through annual-member giving. For information, please contact Harriet Bull, director of development and alumni affairs, at hbull@unmfund.org or (505) 272-3657.

College of Nursing

The Nightingale Society, established in 2004, honors individuals, corporations and foundations for their important annual contributions of $1,000 or more. These gifts help the college address the nursing faculty shortage, teach more nurses, lead the way in more research projects, reach more communities and offer better care to all New Mexicans. Working together, we are creating brighter futures for people close to home and around the globe. For information, please contact Rosemary Gregory, constituent development officer, at rgregory@unmfund.org or (505) 272-0200.

College of Pharmacy

Created in 2003, the Dean’s Papiani Giving Circle recognizes individual donors—alumni and friends—who give annual gifts of $1,000 or more to the College of Pharmacy. Gifts to this unrestricted fund allow the dean to support professional opportunities for the students. For information, please contact Harriet Bull, director of development and alumni affairs, at hbull@unmfund.org or (505) 272-3657.
The UNM Foundation has made every effort to list our donors accurately and in the manner requested. We regret any errors that may have been made in this publication and would appreciate any corrections, name or title changes or comments regarding your listing via email at marcom@ unmfund.org.
Estate of Thelma Evans
First Community Bank
FM Sports Radio 101.7-The Team
Foundation for Informed
Medical Decision Making
Friends of the Tamarind Institute
Friends of UNM Center for
Development & Disability
Friends of UNM Men’s Basketball
6th Man
Friends of UNM Men’s Golf
Friends of UNM Popejoy Hall
Friends of UNM Ski Team
Friends of UNM Track and Field
Frontier/Golden Pride
G and G Advertising
Rhonda and Michael Gallegos
Galles Chevrolet
James R. and
Deborah L. Giannelli
Laura and Scott Grady
Estate of Vickie Griego
Alice G. Hanson Family
Foundation, Inc.
Debbie and Rick Johnson
Kurstin and Wayne Johnson
Rick Johnson and Company, Inc.
Max Kade Foundation, Inc.
KCET
Keleher & McLeod, PA
KOB-TV Albuquerque
Kohl’s Department Store
KRQE/KBIM/KREZ
Lannan Foundation
Los Alamos National
Laboratory Foundation
Lovelace Health Systems
Estate of Charles Lurie
Estate of James McFarlan
McLane Company, Inc.
MCML, PA
Merck Company Foundation
Modern Technology Systems, Inc.
Modrall, Sperling, Roehl,
Harris and Sisk, PA
Molzen-Corbin & Associates
Muscular Dystrophy
Association, Inc.
Presbyterian Healthcare
Dorothy and Larry Rainosek
Roberta Ramo and
Dr. Barry Ramo
Rodey, Dickason, Sloan,
Akin & Robb, PA
Craig and Martin Rubenstein
Sandia Laboratory
Federal Credit Union
Santa Fe New Mexican
Senior Scientific
Service League of UNM Hospitals
Sharp Laboratories of America
Ralph P. Simpson
The Society of Nuclear
Medicine, Inc.
Mary Herring and
Robert Stamm
Styker Leibinger, Inc.
Summa Foundation
Sunquest/Premium Shop Guide
Universities Research
Association, Inc.
Deborah and Jeff Van Dyke
Van Dyke Technologies, Inc.
Vista Media Productions, Inc.
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals

**INDIVIDUALS**

**$10,000-$24,999**

Anonymous (3)
Estate of Clinton Adams
Charmay and Ed Allred
Evelyn and Frank Barela
James Bewley
Prof. Bruce Boling
Amy Brennan and
Dr. Gary Brennan
Anne J. Brown
Cameron Brown
Sarah and Douglas Brown
Maralyn Badke
Robert Bybee
Allegra Carpenter
Dianne Chalmers and
Regent Don Chalmers
Debra Cito and Dr. Stephen Cito
Margaret and Douglas Collister
Randi McGinn and the
Hon. Charles Daniels
Leonor and Kevin Daniels
Brent and Eileen DePonete
Thomas Dickey
Mary and Michael Dickson
Joanne and Thomas Dowler
Mark Durham
Karen and Stephen Durkovich
Helen Dvorachek
Cheryl and Michael Eckart
Dr. Peter Eller
Steven Feld
Nancy and James Fisher

Thomas Fitzgerald
Mr. Edward A. (Gus) Foster
Jean Rosenthal and
W. Nicholas Freygang
Dr. and Mrs. Miguel Gallegos
Charlotte and Benito Garcia
Edward Garcia
Sheilah Garcia
Raleigh Gardenhire
Kathy and Brad Gehrke
Sharon and Jerry Geist
Susan and James Gibbs
Van H. and Sandra V. Gilbert
George Goldstein
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Greene
David Griffin
Mr. Leonard Grossman
Linda Harris and Executive
Vice President David Harris
Mollie Hayes
Kerry Heubeck
Prof. Grant Hildebrand
Marie Hillerman and
Prof. Anthony Hillerman
C. Ruth Horn
Robert Hudson
Karen and Tommy Hudson
Lori Gallagher and Curtis Huff
Estate of Barbara Jarrard
Caroline and Larry Jehle
Colette Jury
Pauline Kasper
Jay Kenney
Drs. Yolanda and Gary King
Kevin Kneafsey
Margie and James Krebs
Alida Davila-Larrichio and
Larry Larrichio
Lois and David Laven
Estate of Mary Jane Linder
Linda Lissauer and
Dr. Jack Lissauer
Julia Logan
M. Ann and H. Hunter Look
Mahlon and Beverly Love
Paulette Lyle and Dr. Terry Lyle
Drs. Mary Lipscomb and
Rick Lyons
Denise and Paul Maestas
Colleen Maloof

Hayduk-King Advertising, Inc.
Dr. H. Michael Hayes
Healy Foundation
Deon Hilger
Frank and Dolores Hines
Bruce and Teri Hoover
I. B. and Marion Hoover
Renee and Scott Hoover
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Hutton Broadcasting
Scott Hutton
IDQ Companies
International Continental
Drilling Program
Estate of Diane Iverson

National Alliance
for Autism Research
National Breast Cancer
Foundation, Inc.
National Geographic Society
Educational Foundation
New Mexico Fraternal Order
of Eagles
New Mexico
Medical Review Association
NuVasive, Inc.
The Observer Newspaper
Richard Oppenheim
Pew Charitable Trusts

**continued on page 24**
Corporations, Foundations & Organizations

$10,000-$24,999

Anonymous
610 The Sports Animal
Abbott Laboratories
Akermin, Inc.
Alltel Wireless
American Airlines, Inc.
ARC Thrift Stores
AT&T Foundation
Bank of Albuquerque
Bank of the West
Bob Turner’s Ford Country
Bohanann-Huston, Inc.
Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
Brigders & Paxton Consulting Engineers, Inc.
The Brooks Family Foundation
Century Sign Builders
CEVA Logistics
Compass Bank
Country Coach
Creamland Dairies, Inc.
Crescent Custom Homes
CSI Behring
Dance/USA
Daniels Family Funeral Services
Frances Joy Dazzo
Charitable Lead Trust
Dekker/Perich/Sabatini, Ltd.
DePonte Investments, Inc.
Dex Media
Don Chalmers Ford, Inc.
ESSR AM Santa Rosa
Ethicon Endo-Surgery
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fieldstone Alliance, Inc.
The Fine Law Firm
First Financial Credit Union
Forest Laboratories, Inc.
French Funerals and Cremations Inc.
The Walter Henry Freygang Foundation
Friends of Greek Week
Friends of UNM Baseball
Friends of UNM Women’s Softball
Fuller Homes, Inc.
Garcia and Vargas, LLC
Garcia Automotive Group
 Gathering of Nations
GE Foundation
General Mills Foundation
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
GlaxoSmithKline
Golden Corral
Guhl Charitable Trust
The Harwood Museum Alliance, Inc.
Health Care Service Corporation
Heritage Hotels and Resorts, Inc.
High Desert Investment Corporation
HUB International Southwest
Humane Society of the United States
Intel
J3 Systems, LLC
Jaynes Corporation
JOERING.COM
Just Sprinklers
KANW-FM Radio Station
KATK AM Carlsbad
King Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

New Mexico State
Aerie Fraternal Order of Eagles
New Mexico Student Loans
Novartis Vaccines and Diagnostics, Inc.
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Pacific Office Automation
PepsiCo - SW Regional
Perfection Honda
The Albert I. Pierce Foundation
Pink Flamingos
Posada Consulting
Precast Manholes, Inc.

Premier Distributing Company
Qwest
R & S Powersports Group
Ray’s Flooring Specialists, Inc.
William E. and Mary S. Reed Trust
Reliable Chevrolet
Rett Syndrome
Research Foundation
Rich Ford Sales
Rio Grande Credit Union
Samaritan Counseling Center
Security’s Lending
Hand Foundation
Service Electric
Seven Bar Enterprises, Inc.
Sheehan, Sheehan & Stelzner, PA
Ski New Mexico, Inc.
SMPC Architects
Southwest Glass & Glazing, Inc.
Southwest Mobile Media
Southwest Productions, Inc.
Southwest Mobile Media
SMPC Architects
Southwest Glass & Glazing, Inc.
Southwest Mobile Media
Southwest Productions, Inc.

Talyor Foundation
Tibotec, Inc.

Yvon Chouinard Foundation
UNM Alumni Association
UPN 50 (KASY TV-50)  
US New Mexico  
Federal Credit Union  
Valero Energy Corporation  
The Veritas Foundation  
Verizon  
Wenner-Gren Foundation  
West Wood Realty, Ltd.  
Western Refining, Inc.  
Westwind Landscape Construction, Inc.  
WGBH Educational Foundation  
White Sands Federal Credit Union  
Yanni’s, Inc.  
Zia Credit Union

**INDIVIDUALS**

$5,000--$9,999

Susan Spring and  
Prof. Nick Abdalla
Linda and Carl Alongi PSP
Dr. Sally Anderson and  
Donald Anderson
Jacqueline and Ronald Angel  
Edward Aragon
Dr. and Mrs. Kent Argubright
Ms. Lenora Neil Atkins  
Estate of Audrey Baldwin
Margot Baron
Dr. Karen Carlson  
Marilyn and Jack Carlson
Susan and Richard Braun  
Barbara Brenner  
Charley Brewer  
Mary Jo and Ben Bronstein
Scott and Kay Brown  
Tom Bundrant
Charles Burk  
Sandra Begay-Campbell and  
Donald Campbell
Marilyn and Jack Carlson  
Dr. Karen Carlson  
Karla and Billy Cates  
Dean Amy B. Wohlerdt and  
Dean Joseph L. Cecchi
Michael Chesley  
Philip Ciofalo PSP  
Sally Mayer and Art Clark  
Carol and John Cochran PSP
Robert Coffland  
Patrick Conroy  
Eddie Corely  
Alfred Creecy PSP  
Jimmy Daskalos PSP  
Elizabeth and Edward Daub  
Estate of Predicanda Degeer
Dr. Ronald Deyhle  
Jeffrey Doll
Dr. Neall Doren
Barbara and Gary Dushane
Mel and Mary Ann Eaves PSP  
Dawn and Gregory Edgeington
Terry and James Edgeington  
Robert Efroymson
Don Eker
Robert Ellis  
Carmen Elsbrock
Mr. Michael Emerson and  
Ms. Kathryn Naassan PSP  
Carol and Richard Esterly  
Lucinda Fairfield
Drs. Joyce and Heinrich Falk  
Barbara Firestone and  
Dr. Alan Firestone
Dr. Orcilia Zuñiga Forbes
George J. and Mary E. Friberg
Dr. Wendy Frontierhouse-Lucero
Devin and Gregory Frost  
Sonya Priestly and  
Art Gardenswartz
Prof. Walter Gerstle  
Paul Gibson
Jay Gluck  
Ellen Torgren and  
Dr. Ned Godshall
Lisa and Brian Gribble  
Nancy and Thomas Grownwy
Mark Haas  
Prof. Betty Hahn
Maria and Gregory Hartman  
Estate of Joann Haukereid
Stephanie Hedstrom
Gail and Dennis Hellick
Linda and Mark Henderson
Arlene High and Charles Figh, Jr.
Wayne Hill  
Ms. Eileen Grevey Hillson and  
Dr. David Hillson
Gary Hines
Lynn Villella Holaday and  
Bart Holaday
Judith Ferrell-Holbrook and  
Dr. Steven Holbrook
Dr. Jolynn Galvin and  
Steven Hooper
Norberta and Lowell Irby
Mr. Peter Johnstone PSP  
Joanna and S. Kent Jones PSP
Nick and Chris Kapnison
Kurt Kesselman
Brad Kinkelar
Bart Kinney, III
David P. and  
Linda Hudson Kirby PSP  
Dr. Diane J. Klepper
Walter and Allene Kleweno
Nene Koch and  
Regent James Koch
Barbara and Gerald Landgraf
Patricia Larrabee
Iona Lee and Family  
Carol and Peter LeSage
Donna Lesher and  
Dr. Mark Lesher
Judy and Jeff Leventhal
Dana Asbury and Richard Levy  
Novella Lineberry
Ben Lucero
Dr. Martin Markus
Michael Marra
Victoria and Gerald Martin
Dr. Vance Masci  
C. Herman Mauney
Charles McClain
Lorayne and L. Dale McCleskey
Cathy and Sherman McCorkle
Emily and Michael McGarry
Rebecca and Stephen McKernan
Mr. and Mrs. James Medford  
Dr. Dale Melada and  
Prof. Ivan Melada
Wendy and Ronald Meltsner PSP
JoAnn Mercer
Carl Merchant
Pamela and Donald Michaelis
Erma Miller
Thomas E. and Carolyn J. Minton
Carl Minzner
Max Minzner
Randy Mondello
Anthony Moya
Patricia Murphy
Bob and Betsy Murphy
Dr. Leonard Napolitano
Rolf Nelson PSP
Lynn Neglazio and  
Dr. Marc Neglazio
Sally Occhialino and  
Prof. Ted Occhialino, Jr.
Tina and Kenneth Otteni
Karen and Ralondo  
Patrizio Steiner
David Patterson
Jean and James Payne
Danielle Peterson
Patricia Petty
JoAnn and Gifford Phillips
Tony and Julie Pisto
Mandy and Bob Pitre  
Theresa and Tom Plunkett
Dr. Mark Rainosek PSP
Dr. Steven Rainosek
Estate of Lucille Robert
Jeffrey Romero
Lorenzo Romero
Dr. Kurt L. Roth  
Lissa Russell and  
Charles Russell, Jr.
Selig Sacks
Glenn Salsman
Juanita and Bernie Sanchez
Lydia and Ron Sanchez
Karen Schiff
Dana Schindler
Janet Schmidly and  
President David Schmidly
Dr. Steven Seifert
April and Daniel Serrano
Nancy and Eric Siegel
Jill and Michael Sivage
Samuel Slater
Robert Smith  
Patricia and William Snead PSP
Bram Sorgman  
Cynthia and John Sparks
Dr. Harry Springfield
Trent Stafford
Patricia and Luis Stelzner
Mrs. Cynthia and David Stuart PSP
Cori and Patrick Sullivan PSP
David Swope
Helen and Dave Takah  
Christopher Tapia
Phyllis Taylor and  
Prof. Bruce Thomson
Sonia and Ernest Vigil
Leslie and Rick Wadley PSP
Carla and John Welty
Elizabeth and  
Robert Wertheim
Estate of Ada Wester
Elizabeth and James Wiggins PSP
Kelley Wigley
Calvin Williams
Floyd Wilson
Judy and Luther Wilson
Jill and Gregory Winegardner
Estate of Joseph Wingert
Barbara Gilbert and Joel Witkin
Dana Wood
Anne Yegge and  
Vincent Yegge, Jr.
Catherine and Ray Ziler
Ion Zupcu

**CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS**

$5,000--$9,999

The Abaris Group
AccuStripe Inc.
Aerojet  
Airport Fast Park

* Deceased

PSP Presidential Scholarship Program full sponsor

Cherry & Silver Society member

LOBO Club member

This report lists individual and corporate gifts of $5,000+ received between July 1, 2008 and June 30, 2009.
Albuquerque Community Foundation
Albuquerque Lincoln Mercury Volvo
Albuquerque Publishing Company
Albuquerque Range Rover
Alcon Laboratories, Inc.
All Sports Trophies, Inc.
Allstate Insurance
ALS Association New Mexico Partner
Alvarez Drywall American Association of Physical Anthropologists
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention
American Society of Health System Pharmacists Foundation
American Toyota, Inc.
Amrep Southwest, Inc.
Animas Credit Union A-One Equipment
Applebee's Arby's Restaurant
Artistic Tile and Granite Arvizo Framing
Baillio's Barrow Foundation
Bert & Jess Clothiers
BHP Minerals
Borders, Inc.
Brewer Oil Company
Brownstein, Hyatt, Farber, Schreck, PC
Build New Mexico
Builders Steel Company
Buidldogy, Inc.
Butt Thornton & Baehr, PC
Cabot Corporation
Cardinal Health Foundation Carl's Jr.
Catholic Health Initiatives
Center for Civic Values
Century Bank
Charter Bank
Chartwells Compass Group
Citi Cards
Clear Channel Radio
Farmington
The Coalition of Urban Serving Universities
Committee to Review the UNM Hospital Mil Levy
Connecticut General Life
Cooperage/Scarpa's Restaurants
Crane Fund for Widows and Children
Cross Country Auto Sales, LLC
CVS Corporation
Del Norte Credit Union
Domino's Pizza
Doubletree Hotel
Eclipse Aviation Corporation
Employees of PNM General Counsel Group
Fernandez Company, Ltd.
Firestone Family Foundation, Inc.
Flinco, Inc.
Fox Electric
Friends of Music, Inc.
Friends of UNM Children's Hospital
Friends of UNM International Medical Delegation
Friends of UNM Valencia Campus
Friends of Women's Soccer
Friends of Women's Volleyball
Frost Mortgage Group
GCC Rio Grande, Inc.
Genentech, Inc.
GMR Marketing
Goethe Institute New York
Grant & Associates Mechanical, Inc.
Tom Growney Equipment, Inc.
The Hartman + Majewski Design Group
H B Construction
Heart Hospital of New Mexico, LLC
JB Henderson Construction Company, Inc.
The Holaday Family Trust
Holland & Hart, LLP
Hudson's Home Entertainment
Hunt Development Group
Insight Lighting
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
J & J Technical Services
John Wagner Productions
Karl Malone Toyota
Kazan, McClain, Abrams, Fernandez, Lyons, Greenwood, PLC
KB Toys
Kevin Mendoza Pro Am
Kinesio USA, LLC
Kinney Agency, Inc.
Klinger Constructors, Inc.
KPMG
Laguna Development Corporation
Legacy Hospitality
Liberty Mutual
Link2Health Solutions, Inc.
Lone Mountain Contracting, Inc.
Lovelace Biomedical & Environmental Research Institute
The Lumpkin Family Foundation
Madison Medical
The Mandelman-Ribak Foundation
Mark's Casa Group
Gerald A. Martin, Ltd.
Martinez, Hart & Thompson, PC
The McClain Company
Medicis Global Services Corporation
Mellory Dodge Albuquerque Mellory Nissan
Merrill Lynch & Company Foundation, Inc.
Larry Miller Hyundai
Miller, Stratvert, PA
Montano Acura
Moss Adams, LLP
Moving Solutions, Inc.
Nancy Floyd Haworth Foundation
Neuro-Developmental Treatment Association, Inc.
New Mexico Humanities Council
New Mexico Oil and Gas Association
New Mexico Pharmaceutical Care Foundation
New Mexico Scorpions Foundation
The P&G Fund of the Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Pace Iron Works
Paradise Fire Protection
Parking Company of America
Peifer, Hanson & Mullins, PA
People's Flower Shops
Pete Daskalos Properties
Pitre Buick-GMC
Plumb Mechanical
PMI Heating and Air
Pulte Homes of New Mexico
Quality Jeep-Chrysler-Plymouth
Quality Pontiac
R.B. Burnham & Co. Trading Post
Red Rose of New Mexico, Inc.
Stanley M. Reinhau
Family Foundation
Richard Levy Gallery
RMCI, Inc.
Salazar & Sullivan PSP
Sam's Club
San Bar Construction Corporation
San Cristobal Ranch Academy
Sandia Area Federal Credit Union
Sandia BMW
Sandia Office Supply, Inc.
Santa Fe Classic Rock
Santa Fe Community Foundation
Science Applications International Corporation
Security America, Inc.
Frances V.R. Seebe Trust
Serrano & Sons Constructors, LLC
Seven Bar Flying Service, Inc.
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Silicon Heights Computers, Inc.
The Nick Simons Foundation
Sink, Combs, Dehtlefs, PC
Sivage Community Development, LLC
SOC, LLC
Southeastern Chapter of Credit Unions
Southern Wine & Spirits
St. Nicholas Project
State Farm Companies Foundation
Studio Southwest Architects, Inc.
Summit Medical, Inc.
Sunrise Bank of Albuquerque
Taos Community Foundation
Tate Branch Dodge Chrysler Jeep
Team Technologies, Inc.
Tillery Chevrolet
University Motors
UNM Alumni Lettermen's Association
UNM Maxwel Museum Association
Vulcan Materials Company
Waycor, Inc.
Western National Parks Association
Ybarra Gilbert Construction
Zia Graphics

Deceased
PSP Presidential Scholarship Program full sponsor
Cherry & Silver Society member
LOBO Club member

This report lists individual and corporate gifts of $5,000+ received between July 1, 2008 and June 30, 2009.
WAYS TO GIVE

To support UNM and our work with students, faculty and patients, please contact the UNM Foundation office:

- (505) 277-4503
- 1-800-UNM-FUND (866-3863) or

For more specific giving opportunities, please see the list of programs and contacts below or refer to the next page.

UNM’s Annual Fund

The Annual Fund campaign solicits gifts from alumni and friends by letter, phone and online. Annual Fund donors may designate their gifts to any area, college, school, department or program within the University or give unrestricted gifts, which are used for the University’s greatest needs. See page 18. Contact Willie Romero at wromero@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9628.

Endowments

Donors establish endowed funds to support a specific purpose in perpetuity. The UNM Foundation invests the funds and uses a portion of the income generated from the principal to provide annual funding. Endowments may include support for scholarships, faculty or programming, and may be funded over a period of years. Currently, the minimum for an endowed fund is $15,000. See page 13. Contact Judith Davenport, jdavenport@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9600.

Presidential Scholarship Program

The Presidential Scholarship Program (PSP) receives gifts as partial or full sponsorship for Presidential Scholars. Currently, a $2,000 gift grants a donor full sponsorship in the PSP. See page 18. Contact Erin Hagenow, ehagenow@unmfund.org or (505) 277-5688.

Giving Societies and Dean’s Circles

Giving societies and dean’s circles receive gifts in support of specific programs or initiatives within the University. Membership and gift thresholds vary by school, college or program (see pages 20-21). Universitywide giving societies include:

The UNM President’s Club, established in 2000, supports presidential initiatives for enhanced academic excellence and student enrichment through unrestricted gifts to the President’s Fund for Academic Excellence. Gifts to the President’s Club can be divided to include a college or school program. See page 19. Contact Rich Grainger, rgrainger@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9077.

Cherry & Silver Society, recognizing alumni who give within 24 months of graduation and then at least once every calendar year thereafter. See page 18. Contact Margaret Montoya, mmontoya@unmfund.org or (505) 277-0689.

New Horizons Society, recognizing donors who have included the University in their estate plans. See page 17. Contact Bart Evans at bevans@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9604.

Tom L. Popejoy Society, recognizing cumulative giving to the University. See page 14. Contact Rich Grainger, rgrainger@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9077.

Memorials and Honorariums

Memorials and honorariums honor family and friends. Contact Jill Slaby, jslaby@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9651.

Planned Giving

The Planned Giving Program provides donors with information and helps establish gifts through bequests, charitable trusts, gift annuities, retirement accounts and life insurance policies. The Foundation’s planned giving experts work closely with the donor’s own advisers to ensure the needs and wishes of the donor are fulfilled. Contact Bart Evans at bevans@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9604.

Gifts of Real Property

The Gift Acceptance Committee of the UNM Foundation reviews gifts of real property, including real estate, works of art, equipment and other in-kind gifts. Contact Bart Evans at bevans@unmfund.org or (505) 277-9604.

Matching Gifts Program

The Matching Gifts Program includes both national and local corporations that match their employees’ gifts to the UNM Foundation dollar-for-dollar, thus enabling donors to double or even triple their gifts. Contact Kirsten Williams, kwilliams@unmfund.org or (505) 277-1655.

Giving Online

Online giving through the Foundation’s secure Web site is an easy three-step process. Log on to www.unmfund.org for giving information.
The following professional staff can answer questions or help craft a gift that matches your wishes and UNM’s needs as a provider of superb education, research, health care and community service.

President, UNM Foundation  John R. Stropp, (505) 277-1586
Vice President for University Development and Administration  John W. Welty, (505) 277-2847
Senior Vice President for Development  Michael K. Kingan, (505) 277-1586
Vice President and Legal Counsel  Sandra (Sandy) Liggett, (505) 277-6543
Associate Vice President for Athletics Development  Larry Ryan, (505) 925-5919

SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND PROGRAMS

Anderson School of Management
Ernest Rodriguez-Naaz  (505) 277-7114
School of Architecture & Planning
Jan Bandrofchak  (505) 277-6442
College of Arts & Sciences
Bill Uher  (505) 277-3841
College of Education
Christie Ross  (505) 277-2915
School of Engineering
Pam Hurd-Knief  (505) 277-0230
College of Fine Arts
Belinda Jentzen  (505) 277-7320
Harwood Museum-Taos
Juniper Manley  (575) 758-9826
KNME-TV(Public Television)
Polly Anderson  (505) 277-2121
KIUNM(Public Radio)
Mary Oishi  (505) 277-8006

ATHLETICS

Lobo Campaign
Larry Ryan  (505) 925-5919
Lobo Club
David Sabolcik  (505) 925-5014
Major Gifts
Garrett Hennessy  (505) 925-3607

HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

Cancer Center
Patricia “Patt” Cain  (505) 272-1048
School of Medicine
Sherry Wilson  (505) 272-4129
College of Nursing
Rosemary Reichert
Gregory  (505) 272-0200
College of Pharmacy
Harriet Bull  (505) 272-3657
UNM Hospitals
Hazel Tull-Leach  (505) 277-5689

UNM BRANCH CAMPUSES

UNM Gallup  |  UNM Valencia  |  UNM Los Alamos  |  UNM Taos
John W. Welty  (505) 277-2847

CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

Annual Giving
Willie Romero  (505) 277-2951
Donor Relations
Jill Slaby  (505) 277-9651
Endowment Management
Judith Davenport  (505) 277-9600
Foundation Relations
Betsy Till  (505) 277-1589
Major Gifts
Mary Wolford  (505) 277-1088
Matching Gifts
Kirsten Williams  (505) 277-1655
Memorial Gifts
Jill Slaby  (505) 277-9651
Planned Gifts
Bart Evans  (505) 277-6543
Popejoy Society & President’s Club
Rich Grainger  (505) 277-9077
Presidential Scholarship Program
Erin Hagenow  (505) 277-5688
You may give to the UNM Foundation through unrestricted gifts which are used for the University’s greatest needs or with gifts to a multitude of initiatives within the University’s schools, colleges and programs, including scholarships, dean’s funds, organizations and annual giving campaigns. You also may support events or endow programs, professorships and chairs. Gifts may be offered in a variety of forms including, but not limited to, cash, securities or real property. We encourage you to contact the appropriate staff member to learn more about how you can advance the achievements of UNM students and faculty.

C R E D I T S

Marketing and Communication Director
Jill Zack

Editors
Ellen K. Ashcraft and Todd R. Staats

Design
Cyd Riley, Firefly Studios

Contributing Writers
Jerilyn Bowen, Michelle McRuiz, Amber Swardson, Carolyn Thompson

Front cover photo, George Pearl Hall
Ben Roberts

Back cover photo
Eric Stenbakken

Produced by the University of New Mexico Foundation

All gifts made to the UNM Foundation are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.
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